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Accountability, where

does it sit? This isn’t a

pacific workers'

problem, this is an

employers' problem, to

take action, it's not

their [Pacific workers']

responsibility to come

up with all the

solutions

Whanaungatanga/ Le Vā with

your staff is key in building

trust.

Employers must lay the

foundation to make it safe for

workers to speak up.

Panellists shared examples of

steps they had taken to take

stock of their workforce's skills

and cultural competencies, to

ensure that Pacific workers

were fairly recognised in pay

and progression frameworks.

Some of the highlights from the

webinar:

A big thank you to our panellists Brett O'Riley, Amanda Lanuola-Dunlop and Lisa

Tai. You are all taking a lead on this critical issue. Having these courageous

conversations is the first step we all need to take to close the Pacific Pay gap!

Fakaue Lahi!

Employer 
Survey

We want to hear from employers in our selected

industries on their thoughts of the Pacific Pay Gap.

Please complete our survey today!

As a result of the 2020 lockdowns, one quarter of

Pacific households in South Auckland had someone in

their household who experienced reduced pay or lost

hours, and 13% of Pacific households had someone

who lost their job. This meant that nearly one in five

(18%) Pacific households in South Auckland lost half or

most of their income (Source: Ministry of Health: Impact

of COVID-19 on Pacific peoples living in South

Auckland). 

Some Pacific high school students have left school to

work to help alleviate the financial burden on their

families and/or to help with child care of younger

siblings. Now there are fears that they might not return

to school.

Where someone in the household  tests positive, the

mandatory  self isolation period could vary depending on

how many people live in one household and when the

last infected person in the household recovers. In large

Pacific families, this can be detrimental to income and

job security as sick days and annual leave may not be

able to cover such situations.
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The Pacific

Pay Gap and

the impact

of COVID-19

Please call us to speak with a member of

our amazing Pacific Pay Gap Inquiry

team. If you prefer, you can complete

the online survey on our website. 

Employers willing to close the gap 

We want to
Talanoa with you!

Kilisimasi Fiefia!!

Be safe during this holiday season,

especially on the roads and at the

beaches.

From the Inquiry team we wish you all a

safe and Happy Christmas and

refreshed New Year. Our next

newsletter will be out in February

2022.  

Noa'ia  and warm pacific greetings!

The Christmas break is fast approaching and for many of us it is much needed.

With the new traffic light system coming into place our inquiry team are starting

to book in face-to-face engagements for the New Year. It's been another busy

month for the team engaging with employers and workers online.  

The Human Rights Commission is pleased to support the Mind the Gap campaign,

a call for employers to commit to pay gap reporting for gender, Māori, Pacific and

ethnic and disability pay gaps in their workplaces. The Human Rights Commission

is also demanding an end to pay secrecy and an independent pay transparency

agency to help close pay gaps. Please join our call and sign our petition here.

Last week we had a groundbreaking lunch time

webinar discussing why employers should be

concerned about the Pacific Pay Gap. Our

inspiring panellists unpacked practical steps

that employers can take to recognise the true

value that our Pacific workers bring to the

workplace.

It is now more important than ever to capture the voices of

the Pacific workforce in this inquiry.  

- Lisa Tai, Director, Risk Advisory,

Pås Peau Lead, Deloitte

Congratulations to our Pacific

communities for reaching the

milestone of 90% first dose of the

Pfizer vaccine on 24 November

2021. As we recover from another

hit from COVID-19, we know from

the 2020 lockdowns that Pacific

families are amongst those hardest 

Now available in 10
Pacific languages!!

hit by the economic impacts of the pandemic. We cannot

ignore the future impacts of COVID-19 on the Pacific Pay Gap. 
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